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Summary

Objectives: The existence and survival of university institutes is increasingly dependent on assessments of research and education. In many countries, also departments of biomedical informatics are assessed at regular intervals, often as part of the review of a Medical or Health Sciences Faculty, or a Research School. The article underlines the importance of periodic evaluation of research and education in biomedical informatics.

Methods: Quality assessment, if done by an independent review committee of peers, is a suitable instrument to obtain insight into the quality and accountability of both education and research. Key instruments for the assessment of education and research are well-defined protocols that are used for self-assessment. These self-assessment reports form the inputs for the independent review committee.

Results: The outcomes of the assessments are directly related to the quality of research, which is visible in publications in peer-reviewed journals. Internal quality management tools contribute to a large extent to the improvement of the quality of education and research.

Conclusion: External assessment – review by peers – is increasingly used as the final step of an integral quality system for research and education. This is particularly important if the results of biomedical informatics R&D are to be applied in clinical practice. A positive outcome of an assessment can only be expected from a long-term investment in the quality of research and researchers who publish their results in peer-reviewed journals.
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1. Introduction

Biomedical informatics\(^1\) is both an applied and a more or less basic discipline. Research and development (R&D) in biomedical informatics is done by industry, but for the most part the advancement of the field takes place in universities and institutes of higher education. For the quality of industrial R&D, guidelines and protocols have been established, such as the ISO 9000 norms [1]. R&D and education at universities are most of the time assessed by review committees, consisting of independent researchers, such as peers [2]. Increasingly, the existence and survival of research institutes, including those of biomedical informatics, depends on assessments that are done at regular intervals of, say, 4 to 5 years. In many countries, the assessment of university departments of biomedical informatics is done in the framework of the review of an entire Medical Faculty or a Research School. This is also the situation in the Netherlands, where the author has frequently been involved in the assessment of biomedical research and education in the widest sense. Therefore, this introductory article is largely based on his own experience, both in conducting research in his own Institute and his participation in assessments of university research in several European countries.

The intention of this article is to underline the importance of the evaluation of research and education in biomedical informatics. The outcome of these evaluations is directly related to the quality of research projects. A positive judgment can only be expected if the researchers involved have made a long-term investment in the quality of their research, made visible by publications in peer-reviewed journals.

There is another aspect worth mentioning when assessing one’s research. It pertains to the appropriate evaluation of the methods and systems that are used and developed in our research. This is particularly important if the results of biomedical informatics R&D are to be applied in clinical practice. Although this aspect of evaluating one’s own R&D is not the prime goal of this article, the outcome of such evaluations – e.g., done by conducting clinical trials [3] – will positively contribute to the outcome of the other type of assessment described above. Technology assessment in health care falls into this category as well [4]. Some examples of the latter type of evaluation studies, conducted in biomedical informatics worldwide, can be found in the publications of many research institutes, e.g., at Stanford University [5], Columbia University in New York [6], Vanderbilt University in Nashville [7], the University

\(^1\) In this article we use the term ‘biomedical informatics’ to comprise related terms, such as medical or health informatics, medical or health information processing, nursing informatics and other similar fields.
of Columbia-Missouri [8], Regenstrief Institute/Indiana University [9, 10], McMaster University in Hamilton [11, 12], Erasmus University Rotterdam [13, 14, 15], or the Universities of Heidelberg, Amsterdam or Innsbruck [16] – but the list is much longer. Ideally, such evaluation studies are carried out by an independent party, and are at least conducted as much as possible in an objective way.

2. Goals and Scope of the Assessment

The goals of assessing the quality of education and research are twofold:
1. Improvement of education and research;
2. Accountability of how resources were spent.

We should realize that the rating of the quality of education and research is a relative matter, even when formal procedures are applied. There are no absolute standards. Moreover, we should be aware that assessment is done by human beings – hopefully knowledgeable peers – who are undoubtedly influenced and limited by their own background and experience. Only by mutual comparison with similar institutions elsewhere – hopefully with the best – can we obtain an impression that is as objective as possible of the position of an institution on the quality scale.

In most countries, education and scientific research are evaluated separately. In most countries, scientific research are evaluated separately. In our country, scientific research is no longer evaluated solely on the basis of scientific mono-disciplines, but predominantly along the lines of major research programs and research schools. The reason for this is that, nowadays, in many areas, scientific research has a multidisciplinary character [17].

In the following we will describe the main elements of the evaluation of education and research in universities, as said, primarily based on the own experience of the author.

3. Assessment of University Education

Striving for high-quality university education is in the first place advantageous for the students themselves, but also of great value for society, including the future employers of our students. In the Netherlands, reports on the quality of education are intended for the university, future students, and the Government, which provides part of the financial resources and oversees the quality of higher education. Assessment of higher education is conducted in many countries (see, for instance [18]). The way in which the position of an institution is located on a quality scale is important. Different ways of assessing this quality include:
1. asking the opinions of the current student generation;
2. interviewing postgraduates;
3. asking the opinions of colleagues at other universities;
4. requesting a self-assessment from the faculty staff;
5. performing an external peer review.

All such types of evaluations are being carried out in our country:
1. The opinions of the students are requested on a regular basis, usually by the university itself. In addition, a countrywide magazine annually collects the opinions on university education by interviewing students;
2. The opinions of postgraduates are collected by means of a national labor market monitor;
3. The same magazine as in 1. also requests professors at other universities to give their opinions on education offered at other universities;
4. Formal self-assessment studies according to a prescribed protocol are obligatory every 6 years and serve as input for an external quality assessment;
5. Peer reviews, based on these self-assessments, are organized by an independent quality assurance agency.

Not surprisingly, the outcomes of all such evaluations reveal different results. However, the different viewpoints by students and peers do not invalidate the formal assessments. On the contrary, they may be used to throw a different light on the matter. The self-assessment reports form the basis for site visits and peer reviews, in which the quality of comparable courses offered by different universities are compared.

Peer Review

All evaluations contain subjective elements, and even with judgments from peers one should be cautious, because the composition of a review committee may influence the outcome. This is why members of a review committee should be drawn from different centers. Moreover, it is advisable to use a well-defined protocol with clear instructions pertaining to the intention of the assessment, to exclude individual opinions and to enable comparisons over time. In short, the task of an independent review committee is to judge the quality, to give advice, to compare with other institutions, and to report to the university and the government.

---

2 Think of separate disciplines such as anatomy, biochemistry, genetics, internal medicine, neuroscience, oncology, public health, radiology, and biomedical informatics. The number of disciplines is, of course, dependent on a coarse or fine subdivision.
Improvement

The self-assessment is intended to report on the strengths and the weaknesses of the educational process. The external peer review is in fact a meta-analysis of the self-assessment reports, using the expertise of the referees. If possible, the review committee pays site visits to the institutes participating in the assessment, it offers recommendations, and explains which educational aspects should be improved. Such recommendations are reviewed at a future assessment in order to judge whether any actions were taken and improvements achieved. It should be realized that a review committee report was composed, so that improvements may already have been set in motion and possible negative judgments may already be outdated.

Accountability

Accountability is an important aspect of all assessments. Because, traditionally, in many countries universities are at least partly publicly funded, they are required to report to the government on the quality of the education they offer and on how they have spent their resources. Implicitly, such reports are also intended to offer information to future students and their parents and society at large, taxpayers included.

Assessment rounds

In our country, universities have completed several rounds of the external assessment of university education, rounds with intervals of 5-6 years, a period in which all courses are reviewed. Renewal of the most recent assessment protocol was set in motion because of the continuously changing demands from society, shifts from public to private funding, the introduction of information and communication technology in the curricula, and the introduction of the bachelor-master structure in the European Union. The latter intends to bring all higher education to an internationally comparable level.

4. Assessment of Scientific Research

Assessment of scientific research at our universities was started in the early 1980s. External review committees, mainly consisting of non-Dutch members, carry out the evaluation on the basis of an assessment protocol. In the past, the assessments for biomedical and health sciences research were carried out under the auspices of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW) [19]. In 2001, a renewed assessment strategy was defined, partly based on the model developed by the European Federation for Quality Management [20]. This new assessment system is no longer directed towards research carried out within separate disciplines, but concerns large, comprehensive research clusters, such as the neurosciences or the health sciences. Biomedical informatics is part of the latter cluster. Self-assessment reports are to be written every three years, and are reviewed by an external international review committee every six years.

Accountability

Scientific research at Dutch universities is financed by different sources:
- Public funding by the Government (the Ministry of Research and Education), as part of the budgets that universities obtain for education and research;
- Highly competitive funding from the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research [21] (NWO);
- Subsidies from other research funds (e.g., for cardiac diseases or cancer, generally charities);
- Competitive funding by the European Union (e.g., via its Framework Program 6 [22]);
- Other Ministries (e.g., for Health or Economic Affairs);
- Industrial companies and other private corporations.

The balance between public research funding (the first source above) and all other funding resources is shifting towards the latter, with percentages of 50/50 or even 30/70 not being unusual. Of course, all funding organizations are very interested in the quality of research carried out in universities. However, it should be realized that universities and their scientific staff are also increasingly involved in semi-commercial enterprises, funded privately. This research and their outcomes are often not accessible to open assessment, because of the commercial interests of the parties involved. The following description, therefore, pertains mainly to the assessment of research, financed by direct and indirect public funding and open for assessment.

Self-assessment reports at the level of the Institute to be assessed should contain several elements, such as:
2. Leadership. Organizational structure; names of directors, departmental heads; list of research programs and program leaders.
3. **Research strategy.** Organizational context; plans for the short term and the long term.

4. **Researchers.** Personnel policy: recruitment, selection, training, career planning, mobility; list of research staff; function, tenure, and period of appointment.

5. **Resources and funding.** Financial situation: funding and expenditures; research contracts; research infrastructure and capital investments; future funding prospects.

6. **Processes to support research.** Research culture, such as teamwork, communication and exchanges with other institutes, supervision of PhDs, internal quality assurance.

7. **Reputation.** Academic reputation expressed in, e.g., citation scores, prizes and awards.

8. **Internal assessment.** Monitoring of research management.

9. **Research outcomes.** Publications in different categories: in refereed journals, as scientific papers, in books, as monographs, and as professional products; patents.

10. **External appreciation.** Effect of the dissemination of research outcomes.

11. **Future perspectives.** See the description below, under Research management.

For all research programs, such data have to be provided and, in addition, five key publications best characterizing the research, three in full text are to be included. All other publications are listed according to the categories mentioned under point 9 above.

### External peer review

In the external assessment, four aspects are to be considered:

- Quality of the scientific research;
- Productivity of the scientific output;
- Relevance of the research for academia and society;
- Future perspectives, feasibility and vitality of the research.

Although the report of the peer review committee should contain judgments on research programs in wording, it has also been proven useful to position the research on a 5-point qualitative scoring scale, which are given for all four aspects separately:

5. **Excellent.** Research that is internationally at the forefront and has a high impact.
4. **Very good.** Research that is internationally competitive and nationally at the forefront.
3. **Good.** Research that is nationally competitive and internationally visible.
2. **Satisfactory.** Research that is solid but not exciting. Nationally visible.
1. **Unsatisfactory.** Research that is neither solid, nor exciting. Not worth pursuing.

In Table 1 we give an example of the outcome of an assessment process. We present the outcomes for all biomedical research in our country, covering the 5-year period before 1998. This outcome was the final judgment of an international review committee of peers, chaired by the author of this article. The Table summarizes the scores that were given to Medical Faculties (Nrs. 1-9) and large biomedical research Institutes (Nrs. 10-18). In this overview all research projects within a Faculty or Research Institute were clustered into one of 14 main research themes, such as Genetics, Immunology, Neurosciences, Cardiovascular Diseases, Oncology, and Health Sciences. Biomedical Informatics belonged to the last cluster. The Table shows how the Faculties and Institutes scored for the main research themes. For a main research theme that is given an overall quality score of, e.g., 3-4, 0.5 points were given to score 3 and 0.5 points to score 4. Although no scores of ‘unsatisfactory’ were given, a judgment with scores 2 and even 3 might have led to consequences for the research projects and the researchers concerned. It can be seen that 67.5 of a total of 114 (60%) was judged as very good or excellent.

### Research schools

Research schools are regularly assessed as well. It was decided that KNAW should be designated as the coordinating organization for the accreditation of all 110 research schools. An accreditation period lasts 5 years. The research schools, covering the entire field of research at universities in our country, have all been reviewed and accredited, some for the third time. Many departments, earlier operating along lines of individual disciplines, are now part of research schools, which often bear an interdisciplinary character. This also applies to the field of biomedical informatics.

### Research management

In addition to the evaluation of scientific research, the review committee is requested to assess research management, also based on self-assessment reports. Aspects of research management that are reviewed are the following:

- **Management structure.** How the internal management structure for research is shaped and how and by whom decisions on research are made is assessed. The collaboration between a research institute and the university hospital is also reviewed. Nowadays, in all our universities the Medical Faculty has been integrated with the University Hospital, governed by one Board.
5. Conclusions

As we have discussed, the regular assessment of institutes of higher education and research, including those of biomedical informatics, is of pivotal importance for the continuation of their existence. In many countries departments of biomedical informatics are assessed at regular intervals, often as part of the review of a Medical or Health Sciences Faculty, or a Research School. The outcome of these assessments is strongly dependent on the quality of research, which is reflected in publications in peer-reviewed journals.

Based on the preceding overview, we now list the main conclusions on assessing education and scientific research at universities:

1. Quality assessment, if done at regular intervals and by an independent review committee of peers, is a suitable instrument to obtain insight into the quality and accountability of both education and research.
2. Internal quality management tools contribute to a large extent to the improvement of the quality of education and research.
3. Key instruments for the assessment of education and research are well-defined protocols that are used for self-assessment.
4. External assessment – review by peers – is increasingly used as the final step of an integral quality system for research and education.
5. Because scientific research in many domains, including that of biomedical informatics, bears a multidisciplinary character, the assessment itself should also be carried out by a review committee consisting of members from different disciplines.
6. A positive outcome of an assessment can only be expected from a long-term investment in the quality of research and researchers who publish their results in peer-reviewed journals.

---

Table 1. Outcome of the assessment of all biomedical research in the Netherlands in the year 1998, covering the 5-year period before. The Table lists the number of research themes in a Faculty or Institute with scores from 1 (low quality) to 5 (high), based on the final judgment of an international review committee of peers. For further explanation, see the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCORE</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** | 19 | 48.5 | 42 | 4.5 | -
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